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INTRODUCTION
Time envelops us. It is at the center of all things.
Its measurement defines our age, years of marriage,
schooling, service, work, and so much more.
Many of us feel overwhelmed by time.
Do you know anyone interested in success who is not
running at 75 mph? Might you be one of those people?
How does the time pressure feel?
Or, as Dr. Phil might say, “How’s time working for
you?”
You can’t grow, buy, save, or cheat time. All you can do
is use it wisely. How we use our time defines how we
live our lives. No one is rich in time except for he who
manages it well.
Time is not just about dealing with pressure in the
moment. It is much grander than that. When we expand
our notion of time, we expand our notion of ourselves.
As we progress through this book, I will treat you to
some deeper and fun thinking about time.
Here’s my goal: to give you strategies that help you
feel good about your use of time and make you
generally more “aware” about time. That’s all that
matters, anyway. Of course, it helps if we use our time
for things that feel good — and are good for us!
Let the journey into time begin.
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WE ALL HAVE THE
SAME AMOUNT OF TIME, AND
EVERY SECOND COUNTS
There are only 24 hours in a day. The good news is that
each day consists of more than 86,000 seconds! Think
of all that can happen in a second. In this tiny space of
time, you can fall in love, get in an accident, or make a
major decision.
What significant things have happened to you in just a
second?
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WORK, PLAY, AND SLEEP
Most people work more than 40 hours per week. Most
people take 2 weeks of vacation or less. Most people get
less than a full night of sleep.
That’s a lot of work without much time off!
What’s your proper balance of work, play, and sleep?
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TIME MANAGEMENT IS THE
ULTIMATE BALANCING ACT
There are five main areas (the “Big Five”) in which we
need to manage our time well: relationships, health,
career, finances, and spirit. We don’t need to spend an
equal amount of time in each area — only enough time
to remain balanced. Mismanagement of time in any of
these five areas impacts the other four. For example, if
we don’t spend enough time maintaining good health,
we are guaranteed relational, career, and financial
problems, as well as spiritual disconnect.
Are you spending time in ways that keep you balanced?
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HOW YOU USE YOUR TIME HAS
PROCESSIONAL IMPACTS
We’re all like a bunch of bumble bees. While a bee may
intend to feed itself, the processional or lateral impact
of its activity pollinates the plant. Just like a pebble
dropped into a lake, and just like the bee’s efforts, our
time management causes ripple effects. How you use
your time affects your loved ones, your community, and
your personal legacy. Are you aware of these broader
impacts?
Who or what are you affecting positively or negatively
as a result of your time management?
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“IF I HAD MORE TIME,
I WOULD...”
When I asked this question in the Time Survey, I
received these and other responses from hundreds of
executives:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stop being a firefighter
Read more books, magazines, and news
Relax more: golf, boating, crafts, photography,
fishing, gardening, piano, painting, church
Spend time with my family, spouse, kids, and
grandkids; build a go-kart with my son
Exercise more: walks, hiking, biking, yoga, tennis
Volunteer more
Travel
Write a book
Get a degree
Spend more time on me
Breathe
Party!
Accomplish more
Get in trouble!
Take lunch; eat properly
Do creative, transformational, big-picture work
Sleep

Do any of these resonate with you? Of course, the
greatest stress about time is not getting to do what we
“want” but only what we “have” to do.
What will you do when you have more time?
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“I DON’T HAVE TIME BECAUSE...”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I know what to do; I just don’t do it
I only have 24 hours in a day
My job duties are overwhelming
My personal commitments are overwhelming
My financial position is overwhelming
I can’t keep organized
My work space is open and noisy
I’m a single parent
I can’t make time for everyone
I have health/tired issues
Less staff = more work
Lack of delegation to subordinates or outsiders
I have an overwhelming amount of email
I try to do too much
I deal with last-minute demands
My work commute is long.

How many of these resonate with you?
What risks, fears, limitations, or justifications come to
mind when you think about better managing your time?
What ideas, beliefs, blockages, or stories about time do
you need to let go?
Whose judgment are you most concerned about
regarding your time management?
What is your number one excuse or justification that
keeps you from better managing your time?
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GOOD TIME MANAGEMENT
IS NOT A CHOICE
Perhaps our greatest time management challenge is
the idea of choice. Take away choice when it comes to
managing your time and you will find you have more
of it. Since so much of our time is already absorbed by
work obligations, children, transportation, shopping,
and so on, the amount of choice we have to use those
precious hours is fairly limited. However, many times
we choose to watch a mind numbing TV show, eat a bag
of chips, and drink a coke, because we’re tired and don’t
want to fight it.
Success is about removing such choices. As Chet
Holmes says, it’s about “pigheaded discipline.” If we
view spending time with our families as a choice, we’ll
fail to spend the time. If we schedule and plan family
time, eliminating choice as a concept, we’ll have better
relationships. Same with exercise, eating and sleeping.
I am all for downtime. But I plan on when that is and
what I’ll do with it, even if it’s doing nothing. Think of
it... planning nothing time!
Where do you need to eliminate the idea of choice with
use of your time?
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DO YOU KNOW WHERE
YOUR TIME GOES?
When I became a lawyer, my relationship with time
changed dramatically. All of a sudden I had to find 2,000
billable hours each year. For 17 years of active litigation
practice, I knew where every tenth of an hour went in
a typical week, in which I worked 60 plus hours. Talk
about time discipline!
No one knows where their time goes better than lawyers.
When I quit litigation, I felt liberated from the timemonitoring yolk, but then . . . I lost track of my time!
When I realized this, I pulled out my old desktop
timer and daily tracked my time for two weeks. Then I
analyzed and summarized where the time went. I then
divided my time into A, B, and C activities.
A activities add value. It’s from these activities we
make money and make a difference. B activities are the
administrative tasks we do to support A activities. C
activities are those that waste our time. We should strive
to increase our A activities, delegate or outsource the B
activities, and eliminate the C activities.
I now do this exercise twice every year. Online you
can find three forms to help you. Little incremental
improvements of time use make all the difference.
Do you really know where your time goes? Would if be
a good idea to track it for a week or two?
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STAY ON THE BEAM
Spiritualists and scientists both have much to say about
“light.” According to spiritual texts, we are made of
light. Scientists tell us that matter comes from light and,
therefore, so do we. Science also teaches us that as light
becomes more focused, it becomes more powerful — so
powerful, in fact, that it can turn into a laser beam and
cut through steel.
Do you think you can avoid the laws of physics when
it comes to managing your time? As with light, focused
time is powerful time.
I now ask myself, “Am I on the beam?” If not, I waste
time and get distracted. Some people program little
beepers to buzz every hour. If that’s what it takes for you
to focus your time, then by all means, do it.
How will you do a better job of staying on the beam?
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TRY NOT TO MULTI-TASK
When I first started reading all the time management
books, I figured the people who were best at using their
time were great at multitasking. Interestingly, the authors
of the books I read concluded just the opposite.
While reading a Scientific American Mind article, I
realized why multitasking is so difficult. The brain has
two separate hemispheres. The left side is primarily
logical, while the right side is primarily emotional. A
math task at the supermarket goes to the left side of your
brain. Dealing with your kid acting out while you’re
trying to do the math, goes to the right side of your
brain. However, if your cell phone rings and you try to
answer it while doing the math and talking to your kid,
you just put your brain on overload — the brain doesn’t
have a third side!
Where are you trying to do too many things at once?
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PLAN YOUR TIME
Planning is a cornerstone of time management. This
quote by the beautiful Mary Kay rings true: “Most
people spend more time planning their vacations than
their careers.” It is important to have a plan for where
you want to go and a plan for using your time to get
there. Identifying a perfect week from the time I get
up each day to the time I go to sleep has been a very
powerful exercise.
I will seldom do everything the way I plan. Stuff
happens. Am I more likely to accomplish my goals for
that week than someone who has not planned? You bet! I
shoot for 80 percent or better, many weeks surpassing 90
percent.
If there is one thing I’ve learned about planning my time,
it is this: I get what I plan for.
Have you planned your perfect week?
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DO FIRST THINGS FIRST
As Stephen Covey teaches with his time quadrant, the
things we do are either important or unimportant, urgent
or non-urgent. In order of priority, we must do the
urgent/important, then the non-urgent/important, and try
to avoid anything unimportant.
In a similar way, first do the good thing, then do the bad
thing. For example, if you need to drink less soda, have a
full glass of water first. Then, if you must, have the soda.
What things should you do first? Do you focus on the
urgent and important?
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EARLY TO BED,
EARLY TO RISE
While there are some true night owls out there, this
lesson applies to most of us. Sure, in my 20s and 30s I
could get by with 4 or 5 hours of sleep, having fun and
work 60 hours or more each week. As I’ve matured,
this approach is neither sustainable nor desirable. I have
found, as many have, that the secret to a profitable day is
rising early and setting a fixed bedtime.
In my normal routine, I get up at 6:00 and go to bed by
11:00. This affords me 7 hours of sleep — all I need to
feel rested. I also understand that my need for sleep is
affected by how well I eat, exercise, and manage my
emotional state.
Are you trying to burn the candle at both ends? Are you
spending enough time sleeping?
P.S. I use like using the Sleep Cycle app.
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PLAN YOUR MEALS
You may be thinking, “What does meal planning have to
do with time?” My answer is, at least an hour or two per
week.
Most people, when they decide they’re hungry, go to the
refrigerator or the nearest fast-food joint. Don’t be one
of those people. Plan what and when you eat each week.
Shop in advance so you don’t waste your time with
redundant tasks. You can even prepare healthy meals in
advance.
One way to impose discipline is using home delivery
services like Blue Apron and Healthy Choices, that
require you to plan your meals.
Are you planning your meals?
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STOP DOING SOMETHING
Dave Morgan, a good friend, mentor and retired army
colonel, years ago told me, “Don, you’re always trying
to do so many things. Don’t you realize you have to stop
doing things if you want to do new things?”
Dave picked up a large rubber exercise ball, the size of
a volleyball, and put it in my hand. He then picked up
another exercise ball and asked me to put it in the same
hand. Of course I said, “I can’t.” He simply replied,
“Exactly.” That metaphor has stuck with me ever since.
What ball must you take out of your hand so you can put
a new one in it?
What must you stop doing with your time?
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WHAT TOOLS
CAN SAVE YOU TIME?
Whether you realize it or not, you have adopted
many time-saving tools over the years. Here are some
examples:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Toaster
Light bulb
Sprinkler
Dishwasher
Microwave
Self-propelled vacuum
Texting
TIVO/Netflix
Slow cooker
Software program
Sprinkler system
Online shopping
Reminder service
Phone apps
Delivery services

What time-saving strategies or tools could you be using?
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GO AUTOMATIC
There’s much we can automate. Today we can use
calendaring software such as Outlook or Google
Calendar; project management programs like Slack
and Asana; stay-in-touch programs like Salesforce,
Infusionsoft, and Constant Contact; or birthday reminder
programs such as Birthday Alarm.
When you are asked the same questions over and
over, create FAQs, checklists, and videos that guests,
customers, or clients can view online.
Set up automatic savings and investing so you “pay
yourself first” and save time in the process.
Which of your tasks can be accomplished automatically?
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LET SOMEONE ELSE DO IT
Whether a subordinate, bookkeeper, programmer in
India, or gardener — let someone else do it! When you
do, be super clear about your expectations.
Remember that another person may not handle a task as
well as you, or he or she might make mistakes. You can
mitigate that risk — a risk you must take to liberate your
time.
Ken Blanchard once said that a job done 80 percent well
by a subordinate is better than a job done 100 percent
well by you!
I love using Upwork when I subcontract out tasks.
What tasks will you outsource or delegate?
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LEARN TO SAY “NO”
The greatest time trap of the hero is over-commitment.
Here are some phrases to help you say “No”:

•
•
•
•

Sorry, but I’m already over-committed to . . .
Sorry, but I’ve already promised . . .
Sorry, but I only have one minute . . .
Sorry, but that’s not where I want to spend my
time . . .

Don’t guilt yourself into doing things you don’t want to
do.
You don’t have to over-commit in order to be liked.
Where do you have to say “NO!”?
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CUT OUT THE “GOTTA MINUTES”
One of our greatest time challenges is managing “gotta
minutes.” When somebody is running 75 mph and
has a question, they want it answered right away. That
“somebody” may be us! Often the responses to those
“gotta-minute” intrusions are less than thoughtful and
can be interpreted as a lack of caring. This is how we set
traps for each other.
After experimenting for a while, here is the agreement
I reached with my employees: If it’s not important or
urgent (remember Covey’s quadrant), try to find the
answer yourself. I’d rather they spend three times as
long looking for an answer than distract me with a
“gotta minute.” We discuss all non-urgent and important
matters at 4:00 p.m. Be sure to discuss any concerns
related to your new “gotta minute” rule.
After an employee asked me if I would stop “gotta
minuting” her, I decided to keep a notepad on the side
of my desk. If I don’t have an important/urgent matter, I
don’t interrupt my employees until 4:00, either. Many of
the matters that seemed important were distractions and
tossed in the garbage by 4:00. A link to that notepad is
online.
What will you do to cut out the non-urgent “gotta
minutes”?
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FIND QUIET TIME
Sometimes the best place to get work done is out of
the office, especially when you’re trying to work “on”
the business without distractions. I like to visit a public
library, a quiet corner of a historic hotel, or a state park
on a sunny day. You’ll be amazed how much work you
can accomplish in a few hours of quiet time!
Many companies have gone so far as to incorporate
silent hours in the workplace. For example, no emails,
texts, meetings or other interruptions between 8-10 or
9-11. Imagine that... two hours of uninterrupted time to
do some deep work.
Where and when do you find your quiet time?
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DON’T WASTE TIME WORRYING
It seems that when we’re not doing it, doing it, doing it;
we’re worrying, worrying, worrying. What an incredible
waste of time and source of anxiety. We must recognize
fears, place fears in proper perspective, decide what to
do, and then take action.
Worrying without action will bear no fruit.
A question I learned to ask myself: “Whose judgment do
I think is behind this worrying? Is that true?”
If you find yourself in a state of worry, change your
physical state. Stand up and do a whoopee dance, skip
down the block, do ten pushups, play the guitar, force
yourself to laugh.
Remember, the fastest way to change your emotional
state is to change your physical state.
Where are you wasting time worrying?
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KEEP MEETINGS SHORT
Many books and articles have been written on how to
conduct meetings that don’t waste everyone’s time.
From my own experience, I can only say that, just like
the punishment should fit the crime, the meeting should
fit the opportunity. Big opportunity, big meeting; little
opportunity, little meeting. I would rather have a series
of shorter “stand-up” meetings, after which everyone
has to accomplish something immediately, than long
meetings that produce too many agenda items — and too
few results.
Are your meetings short and focused on accomplishing
things immediately?
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GET ORGANIZED
The disorganized person wastes time. Make sure your
work area is set up efficiently. This is no different than
arranging your kitchen so that utensils are stored near
where you use them and the spice rack is right by the
stove.
A friend of my wife’s is an expert in Feng Shui, the
ancient Oriental art of placement. Years ago, when
this woman came to my office, my bookshelves were
crammed all the way across, with books piled on top of
each. Files were stacked on chairs. Think of the crazy
professor’s office — that was mine.
The Feng Shui expert put her hand on one of the library
books and asked, “Have you touched this book in the last
three years?” When I said “No,” she proceeded to throw
it on the ground! To my continued shock, she did that
with every book I said “No” to. In the end, roughly one
third of the books remained. She explained that my chi
(energy) could now flow. An amazing thing happened!
I felt liberated, uncluttered, focused. Some of my best
months followed.
Are you organized? Do you allow the chi to flow?
Plenty of professional organizers are available for hire. A
good place to start is www.napo.net.
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TAKE CONTROL OF
INFORMATION — OR
INFORMATION WILL TAKE
CONTROL OF YOU
Communication experts say we receive anywhere from
5,000 to 15,000 impressions every day. With so many
distractions, how can you not find yourself wasting time?
Do everything you can to eliminate information
distractions and overload. Turn things off. Unsubscribe
from e-mails you don’t read and set aside time to read
the important ones. Unsubscribe from news magazines.
Unsubscribe from LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter feeds. Delete the apps.
When I really need to know the news, I will subscribe
to a newsfeed that spoon-feeds me exactly what I’m
looking for. When I really want to check out social
media, I do it consciously for 15 minutes.
Decide what information is important and when you will
access it.
How will you better control your exposure to today’s
overwhelming amount of information? What will you
turn off?
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LOOK FOR THE OPPORTUNITY
IN “WASTED” TIME
We can manipulate our view of time by looking for the
opportunity in it. Instead of moaning about a two-hour
drive to an appointment, we can instead think, “These
next two hours afford me the wonderful opportunity to
listen to that book on CD I’ve been curious about.”
The same is true if you have to wait at the doctor’s
office, stand in a long line, etc. I always read or listen to
something I’ve stored up for such occasions, dictate an
article, or give a buzz to someone I’ve been meaning to
contact for a long time.
How will you find the opportunity in “wasted” time?
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DON’T PROCRASTINATE!
A great factor in anyone’s success is getting it and then
doing it. Move from abstraction to action, wasting as
little time as possible between the two.
There are legitimate times to procrastinate or delay. It’s
the unhelpful procrastination that’s the problem.
Here are a few ways to fight this beast:

•
•
•
•

Create a deadline.
Create a sense of urgency. Give each task greater
meaning.
Chunk down tasks so they seem less overwhelming.
Begin with the first safest steps and gain momentum.
Get support. If you delay going to the gym, find a
buddy who doesn’t. Join an online support group.
Chances are that somewhere in this country,
someone is dealing with the same challenge.

Where can you stop?
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GIVE IT LESS TIME
C. Northcote Parkinson famously stated that “work
expands so as to fill the time available for its
completion.” If that’s the case, give yourself less time
to get things done! Instead of saying, “I’m going to
complete this by Friday,” challenge yourself to finish by
Wednesday.
Apply this tactic when managing employees, as well.
If you give them no deadlines, completion may take
forever! Give an aggressive deadline (I didn’t say
impossible) and get results sooner.
In what areas do you need to allow yourself or someone
else less time?
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PROTECT YOUR
FREE TIME
Calendar open space for personal growth and leisure.
Just “you” time. Save weeks, days, or afternoons in
future months so they don’t fill up. Many successful
executives reserve one “free day” per week.
Guard your leisure time with the ferocity of a pit bull.
Put those days on your Outlook calendar so others know
they are blocked off.
Have you calendared free time?
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PROTECT YOUR FAMILY TIME
Each night in our house, we schedule one hour of
downtime before bed. By that time, dinner has to be
done, dishes washed, homework completed, etc. Usually
no TV is allowed. We can listen to or play music, read
to ourselves or out loud, play a game, go for a swim, or
take a walk. This allows us to connect with each other.
If we didn’t strictly set aside this family time, we would
find ourselves continually running past each other or
stuck in some kind of media daze. If certain activities
prevent us from participating in this hour, the answer is
to reduce those activities, not reduce the hour.
Have you protected your family time?
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GIVE TIME ITS DUE
According to Malcolm Gladwell in Outliers, you must
invest 10,000 hours in something to be good at it. When
I stop to think, I realize it took me roughly 10,000 hours
of work to graduate law school. I needed another 10,000
hours of law practice to become a good lawyer.
In Good to Great, author Jim Collins talks about success
and the flywheel effect. It takes some time for a flywheel
to kick in; most people give up before the power of the
flywheel can take effect.
When I went bankrupt at the age of 41, my good friend
Loy Young understood my embarrassment and stress.
She asked, “How many years did it take you to become
a lawyer?” I told her, “Three years.” She said, “Good.
Then it will take you three years to turn around your
financial situation.” And that’s exactly what happened!
Remember this — give time its due. If you’re constant
with purpose and do what you’re supposed to do, you’ll
achieve your goal. You simply have to be patient, which
brings us to this thought:
It could take you three years to become an expert at time
management — and that’s okay. You’ll be an expert for
the rest of your life. It’s a process, not an event. Stay the
course and give it time.
In what areas must you be willing to give time its due?
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THE BREADTH OF TIME
We used to think our universe was thousands of years
old. Then millions. Now we believe it is close to 15
billion years old.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.5 billion years ago – The sun and earth form
3.8 billion years old – Single-celled organisms
500 million years ago – First animals
200 million years ago – Dinosaurs
2–4 million years ago – “Humans”
60,000 B.C. – Approximately 10,000 homo sapiens
lived in Southern Africa
35,000 B.C. – Humans migrated into Central Asia,
Europe, and East Asia
10,000 B.C. – Humans spread to most of the earth’s
habitable places; the last ice age ended
7000 B.C. – Civilization began in the Fertile Crescent
3000 B.C. – The Egyptian dynasty began
1300 B.C. – Moses shared the Ten Commandments
1000 B.C. – The Grecian Empire was established
500 B.C. – The Roman empire was established;
average life expectancy: 28 years
400 B.C. – Final entries were added to the “Old
Testament”
44 B.C. – Caesar was assassinated
33 A.D. – Jesus was crucified
98 A.D. – Final entries were added to the “New
Testament”
1300 A.D. – The Renaissance began
1776 A.D. – The Declaration of Independence was
issued
1969 A.D. – Man first landed on the moon
____ A.D. – You were born
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WE ARE A BLIP IN TIME
As you can gather from the timeline on the previous
page, humankind appeared only recently. If the earth’s
timeline were compared to a calendar year, with its
beginning (roughly 4.5 billion years ago) represented
by January 1st, human beings would show up on the last
minute before midnight on December 31st.
More than 5,000 generations have preceded us . . . yet
we just got here! We encapsulate the time experience
of previous generations in our genetic code. Time is so
much greater than our personal impression of it.
Just think — no matter how old you get, you’ll always
be new to this planet!
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YOU ARE THE
BREADTH OF TIME
Know this: Who you are is billions of years in the making.
Each one of us is made up of star particles created billions
of years ago. At its conception, the universe consisted of
light energy which converted mostly to hydrogen. Heavier
elements were created over billions of years in the core of
stars. When those stars eventually exploded, they released
additional elements into the universe, where they re-formed
into other stars and planets.
Every particle in you has been in this universe for a very
long time. Just as atomic matter flows in time through
stars, plants, trees, mountains, rivers, and animals, it flows
through you. In fact, the vast majority of what you consider
“you” wasn’t even here as much as a year ago. We’re aware
of the regular replacement of our hair, nails, and skin, but
our organs regenerate, as well. Time itself marches on —
right through us.
Do you understand that you encapsulate all of time and
matter? Do you allow yourself to feel the breadth of time?
Meditation and stargazing are two great ways to start.
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LAYERS OF TIME
There are many layers of time. Space time, eons,
millenniums, centuries, decades, years, months, weeks,
days, hours, seconds, nanoseconds. Just as it is difficult
to fathom the reality of a light-year, it is difficult to
fathom the length of a nanosecond. The only layers of
time we can truly understand are those we interact with:
seconds, minutes, hours, days, months, years, etc.
How do you experience the many layers of time?
In what ways do the layers of time move beyond your
comprehension?
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SEEING TIME
We see time not just on clocks but also on a
Grandmother’s face, in the mirror, and on the backs of
our hands. We see time in ancient ruins and dead trees.
We see time walking through the Grand Canyon.
We may see time when we return to an old
neighborhood. Maybe that neighborhood has changed so
much that past times seem to have disappeared.
Where do you see the hands of time? Where has time
disappeared for you?
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HOW TIME GOT ITS NAME
The word “time” comes from the word “tide,” which
today we use to describe the ocean’s rising and falling.
In the 1300s, the word “time” was extracted from “tide”
to describe when those changes would occur. This
helped sailors with nautical technology and allowed
them to better chart when to come in and out of port.
If you had to give time a different name, what would it
be?
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TIME TRANSLATIONS
In fact, time goes by many different names:
Tiempo (Spanish)
Tijd (Dutch)
Tid (Danish)
Oras (Filipino)
Temps (French)
Zeit (German)
Φορά (Greek)
Tan (Haitian Creole)
Idő (Hungarian)
Am (Irish)
Tempo (Italian)
Czas (Polish)
Время (Russian)
Wakati (Swahili)
Zaman (Turkish)
Amser (Welsh)
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DAYS OF THE WEEK
No one really knows where the notion of seven days in a
week originated. Chances are it was in existence before
the time of Moses. The first few pages of the Bible
discuss how God created the world in six days and rested
on the seventh. Some civilizations had weeks of different
lengths. However, the world’s timekeeping methods all
stepped in line by the early 1900s.
The ancient Romans named the days of the week for their
gods. What we today call Monday was originally named
for Luna, god of the moon. Tuesday was named for Mars,
Wednesday for Mercury, Thursday for Jove, Friday for
Venus, Saturday for Saturn, and Sunday for Sol.
After the Romans were booted out of northern Europe,
names for the days came from Anglo-Saxon, Germanic,
and other cultures. In our culture, Monday comes from
Monandaeg (the moon), Tuesday/Tiwesdaeg (Tyr/
Tiw — Norse god of battle), Wednesday/Wodenesdaeg
(Woden —Teutonic god of wisdom and war), Thursday/
Thursdaeg (Thor — god of lightning and thunder),
Friday/Frigedaeg (Frigg — Norse goddess of marriage),
Saturday/Saterdaeg (Saturn), and Sunday/Sunnandaeg
(the sun).
In ancient Jewish and Christian tradition, Sabbath was
on Saturday. Muslims use Friday as their day of worship,
and today, Christians use Sunday for that purpose. Thus,
some consider Sunday the first day of the week, and
others Monday.
Do you consider Sunday or Monday to be the first day of
your week?
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MONTHS OF THE YEAR
When the Romans invented their calendar, it had ten
months, and the year “started” in March. Apparently
the Romans simply removed two months in the dead
of winter, which would have been our January and
February. Interestingly, March, named for Mars, the god
of war, was the month in which most armies returned to
battle.
Circa 700 B.C., Numa Pompilius, the second king of
Rome, added January and February to the calendar.
Janus was the god of gates and doorways, whose festival
month was January. February was named after Februa,
the Roman festival of vacation (known today as Lent).
March stood for Mars, April for Aphrodite (Greek
goddess of love and beauty), and May for Maia (Roman
goddess of Spring). June represented Juno (sister of
Jupiter), the goddess of marriage and the wellbeing of
women. July, of course, was named after Julius Caesar.
After Caesar’s death, his successor, Augustus Caesar,
renamed Sextilis (six) to August after himself. In
Latin, September stands for seven, October for eight,
November for nine, and December for ten. It stayed that
way even after adding January and February to the front
end.
What are your favorite months of the year?
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CALENDARING
By the time Julius Caesar became emperor, the Roman
calendar was a mess. Good old Julius had it adjusted to
more accurately reflect the months and days of the year.
In 1582, Pope Gregory again rebalanced the Roman
calendar to correct Julius’ flaws. The Gregorian calendar
remains in use today.
Mayans, Chinese, Hebrews, Muslims, and others also
established calendaring systems.
How does the whole idea of calendaring influence your
thoughts about time?
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MEASURING TIME
When man first conceived of time, he not only had to
name it; he had to measure it.
Early man discovered that the seasons change four times
per year, that lunar phases last approximately 27 days,
and that the sun travels around the earth once a day. For
thousands of years, man measured time using the moon,
sun, planets, stars, and seasons.
Ancient Mesopotamian civilizations like the Sumerians,
Babylonians, and Assyrians began dividing each day into
12 hours, with 60 minutes per hour. For most of this era,
time was kept during daylight hours through sundials.
Around 1500 B.C., the Egyptians invented water clocks,
sand clocks, and astrological methods to measure time
in the evening. Eventually evening was also divided into
12 segments to create 24-hour days. Interestingly, during
the summer, a daylight hour was often equivalent to 65
minutes and in the winter to 55 minutes because the hour
had not been “balanced” with the seasons.
Even after the invention of clocks, many people
continued to track daylight hours in even twelfths,
thereby creating longer hours in the summer than in the
winter. Many workers thought that the new timekeeping
methods were a way for capitalists to rob them of time!
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TIME CLOCKS
Timekeeping has improved over the ages. The
first mechanical clock was invented by Richard of
Wallingford around 1330. Galileo helped invent some
of the first pendulum-driven clocks. Once the mass
manufacture of clocks began in the 16th century, people
could keep time in minutes and eventually seconds.

•
•
•
•
•

Train schedules forced us to know exact time in the
1800s.
Quartz crystal clocks were invented in the 1920s.
Atomic clocks came about in the 1930s.
Established in the 1970s, carbon dating changed our
understanding of the age of life on earth.
Exact time is now determined by the vibration of
chemical elements like cesium.

What’s your preferred way to measure time?
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HOW DO YOU SET TIME?
I have found that there are three kinds of people:
1. Some want their watches and clocks set to
approximately the exact time. “Close enough is good
enough” is their motto.
2. Some set their watches to the exact time so that
when they look at their cars, watches, or wall clocks,
everything shows the same time. They even visit
websites like time.gov. Precision is paramount.
3. Then there are those, like me, who set their watches
and clocks five minutes ahead because we are
obsessed about being “on time.” The last thing I
want is to be late, as I consider it irresponsible.
I wonder — What do our methods of setting time say
about each of us as individuals?
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WHAT IF WE ELIMINATED
SECOND HANDS?
Do you need a constant reminder that time is speeding
by? Absent the need to time an event, do you really need
to stare at a second hand? Do you really wait until five
seconds after the hour to make that phone call? What
would your life be like if you let go of the second hand
including it’s digital versions?
P.S. Do you really need a watch that tells you the time in
New York, London, Rome, and Tokyo?
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WE HAVE MUCH MORE TIME
THAN OUR ANCESTORS
Not only are we provided with incredible creature
comforts today, but we also live a lot longer. At the time
of Jesus’ birth, the average lifespan was approximately
28 years of age. By the end of the 18th century, it was
about 37 years of age, and in the early 1900s, it was 50.
By 1940, the average lifespan was 65, and today it is
over 78. Scientists believe that in the near future, we will
be able to live to 120 or more!
Think about it: we have doubled our time on this planet
over the last 100 years!
Of the approximately 2.5 million people who die in
the United States every year, 1.5 million are over 75,
1 million between 35 and 65, and less than 100,000
between 1 and 35.
The greatest factor affecting lifespan used to be race;
now it has become sex, and soon the greatest health
crisis — obesity — will dominate.
How much time will be enough for you? How will your
longevity affect your career and retirement options?
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CULTURAL IMPACTS ON TIME
Our view of time is dramatically affected by the culture
we live in. In hyperactive America, we are hyperobsessed about time. I guarantee that this is not true
in Fiji. Many of us view vacation as an escape from
our cultural norm of time. We tell ourselves going on
vacation and slowing down time will give us energy to
go back and once again run for our lives. What if we
took a blended view of time, by not running for our lives
and constantly nurturing ourselves?
The flow of time differs between cultures. For the
ancient Hebrews, time flowed from right to left, like
their writing. For the Mandarin Chinese, time flows
in an up and down direction — also like their writing
— in which up is the past and down is the future. For
the Pormpuraaw, a remote tribe in Australia, the future
always lies in the direction of the sun. Members of the
Aymara tribe in the Andes highlands discuss the past by
looking and gesturing forward.
How has the culture you live in impacted your view of
time? What if you adopted a different culture’s view of
time?
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WHAT IF YOU HAD LIVED
BEFORE THE KEEPING OF
TIME?
A handful of remote cultures still do not use Western
concepts to keep time. These people have no weeks,
days, hours, or minutes; no alarms, clocks, or watches.
They have simply the cycles of nature and life.
What if you lived in a culture that didn’t keep time?
How would it affect your view of this journey called a
lifetime?
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THE TIMELINE
We think of time as linear: from then to now. From them
to us. Our history classes taught this view. We began
learning about ancient history and progressed forward to
the latest conflict.
While Jews, Christians, and Muslims share a linear view
of time, Buddhists and Hindus have a circular view,
including a belief in reincarnation.
I have always been fascinated by timelines. I’ve bought
beautifully illustrated books on the history of the world
in timeline format —timelines on architecture, art,
scientific discoveries, and more. From timelines, I can
start sensing the breadth of time.
All of these timelines have taught me this:
We are all part of a larger journey related to time.
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TIME HAS AN INFINITE
NUMBER OF DIRECTIONS
We think of time in linear terms, but in reality, time is
omni-directional. The direction it takes has much to do
with chance. You chanced to go to that party and met
your spouse. You chanced to be hot for love that night
and created your first child. You chanced to choose that
job over two other offers.
We invariably make choices that have a ripple effect
on our time. Who we are today is a combination of
hundreds, if not thousands, of non-linear choices made
about our use of time.
What choice in front of you today will take you in yet
another direction?
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TIME CAPSULES
What about the idea of bottling time in some kind of
capsule?
Our grandparents’ attics can be like time capsules,
reconnecting us with the past. So can a coin, stamp, or
photo collection.
Where are your life’s time capsules? What time capsules
will you leave behind?
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TIME AND WATER
Water is often used as a metaphor to describe time. Like
water, time “flows,” or it can be still. It can be healing,
nurturing, and restorative, or it can represent danger,
suddenness, and death. It has many dimensions and
states, and it can evaporate in front of our eyes. Like
water, time can be measured and consumed.
How does being next to water affect how you feel about
time?
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TIME AND BIOLOGY
The biology of all things has its own time. This
“biological clock” has. It has to do with our deepest,
most primitive natures.
It’s important to feel what our bodies tell us about
our biological clock. Be still and tap into that innate
intelligence. Ask, “What is my body telling me?” Be
silent, and you’ll receive the answers. Your body can tell
you when to get up, eat, exercise, think, play, and go to
sleep.
What is your body telling you about how to use your
time?
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YOUR BODY WILL DECLINE
OVER TIME, BUT YOU DON’T
HAVE TO
Sure — the day will come when your skin sags, your
joints ache, and running was something you last did 20
years ago. You can slow down the ravages of time, but it
eventually gets all of us.
What doesn’t have to decline with time is your growth as
a person. You can continue this pursuit until the last days
of your life.
How will you continue to grow until your time is up?
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TIME RELATES TO HOW
YOU FEEL
As Einstein said, “Sit with a pretty girl for an hour and
it seems like a minute. That’s relativity.” For the junkie
waiting for his fix or the guy waiting for his date, time
can slow down considerably. Of course, when we’re
having a blast, things can be over in “no time.”
When you feel grateful for your life, time feels different
— more like a blessing than a yoke.
How do you feel about time? Notice how that feeling
can change with circumstances.
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TIME STORIES
Stories like The Ant and the Grasshopper, The Tortoise
and the Hare, and others taught us that preparation and
staying the course is the best way to use our time.
“Why not come and sing with me,” teased the
grasshopper, “instead of working so hard?”
“We are helping to store food for the winter,” said the
ant, “and think you should do the same.”
“Winter is far away and it is a glorious day to play,”
sang the grasshopper.
As Don Miguel Ruiz, author of The Four Agreements,
says, we become domesticated, molded, trained, and
hypnotized into our cultures’ stories, unaware we even
have these scripts inside of us. That’s why it’s so helpful
to know them.
What time stories do you remember growing up?
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MOM AND DAD AFFECT
YOUR VIEW OF TIME
Our first time experience related to how our parents
managed their time. If they were Type A parents like
mine, they were very vigilant about time. Lateness was
a sin.
In stark contrast, some of my buddies’ parents couldn’t
have cared less about being on time.
Without realizing it, many of us continue to be affected
by our childhood time experiences. If your parents made
good use of their time, then by all means, follow their
example. However, if they mismanaged their time, they
are not good models, no matter how deeply you are
programmed.
Remember, we all have the child in us.
How did your parents manage time? How does that
affect how you manage it?
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VICTIMS OF TIME
As a trial lawyer, I learned there can be many stories
about one fact. The light was either red or green, but
five different stories may arise. Similarly, there are facts
about time, and there are stories about time.
Much storytelling focuses on our victimization around
time. We can claim overwhelm and stress and gain much
sympathy. It feels so sweet and innocent to be a victim.
In what areas do you play a victim role with time? Do
you feel yourself overwhelmed or stressed about time?
Time for a new story, where you kick time in the rear.
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TIME AND THE
GOOD SAMARITAN
There is a story about a Princeton Theological Seminary
lecture on the parable of the Good Samaritan. As a set-up
to the lesson, the seminary students were told at the last
minute that the lecture time had changed, forcing them
to hurry or find themselves arriving late.
A homeless man asking for help was purposely situated
on the path to the class. Under normal circumstances, a
majority of the students would have stopped. Under the
stress created in the experiment, 90 percent of the rushed
students did not help a man in need . . . on their way to a
lecture about the Good Samaritan!
Because so many of us are running at 75 mph, we are
collectively growing numb — disconnected. We are
losing the capacity for empathy for both ourselves and
others. When we run 75 mph and don’t manage our time
well, we can disconnect not only from the people around
us, but from our own emotional needs.
How can you stop running in order to show you care?
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SACRIFICING TIME
In mythology, heroes were always self-sacrificial,
usually dying in the end. The tools of their heroics were
often swords and great battles. Nowadays, most of us
don’t run around with swords and fight battles.
Today we sacrifice our time in to be considered heroes.
That’s called over-commitment.
Over-committing our time is the greatest trap of the hero,
and one that produces destructive lies — “Yes, I’ll watch
your game today” or “Yes, I’ll go to the gym today” or
“Yes, I’ll go over that project today.”
Because few weigh our lies, we become villains — not
the hero story we had hoped for.
Where do you sacrifice your time to be a hero? Where
are you over-committed and not living up to your
promises?
How’s that working for you?
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NO REGRETS
For many years, I lived with the belief that success
comes by running 75 mph and doing it, doing it, doing
it! Family time and “me” time came after everything was
accomplished.
A big time lesson hit me during law school. I received a
call that my grandfather was in the hospital and that if I
wanted to see him, I should fly home immediately. I was
right in the middle of law school finals and could barely
afford the flight across country. I didn’t go, hoping he’d
be all right or that I could see him a few weeks later.
Unfortunately, he passed away shortly afterward. I loved
that man and lived with years of regret for not going to
see him.
Here’s a Big Time Rule I have held to since:
If there’s a potential for regret, just do it. Just make the
time.
No time excuses = no regrets.
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BE HERE NOW
In 1971, Ram Dass (aka Richard Alpert) brought Eastern
philosophy to Western shores with his book, Be Here
Now. Dass reminds us that time is a construct of ours
and that we’re not going anywhere, anyway.
If you plan well and worry about what you should be
doing now, you won’t have to worry about the future.
These insights caught the public’s attention when
reiterated in The Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle. Made
famous by Oprah, Tolle’s insights are equally wonderful.
Dass’ and Tolle’s teachings, as well as anyone’s, have
helped me to “sit” well in time. To do a better job of
being here now. To fight against my natural instinct to
worry about the future and forget to enjoy the present.
Are you here now?
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TRY SOME SILENCE
It took this former Type A New Yorker a long time to
become comfortable with silence. I used to think, “Who
has time for that?”
While I’ve spent plenty of time camping and hiking and
experienced the quiet of nature, that’s not the only type
of silence I’m talking about. There is also the silence
you can generate before an important presentation to the
board, before a critical decision must be made, or when
you are at the plate in the ninth inning with runners in
scoring position.
We have such “monkey brains” that it’s hard to still the
chatter. It’s important to allow silence to calm those
monkeys.
Here’s a simple test of whether or not you can find the
silence in yourself: Can you sit in a comfortable chair
for an hour and enjoy yourself without reading anything,
talking to anyone, or trying to solve a deep question of
the universe? Can you just look at your surroundings
like a cat or dog sits and just “is”? If an hour seems like
an eternity, can you do it for 15 minutes? For even 5
minutes?
If you want to quickly tap into the power of silence,
listen for the quietest sound in the room.
Are you comfortable with silence? Disconnect and try it
sometime.
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HAVE A BLACKOUT
In September 2011, Sand Diego had its first major
blackout. It was awesome. I’ll never forget how special
it felt. All the artificial energy, noise, and activity just
stopped. People talked with each other outside, candles
burned everywhere, all the TVs and computers were off.
You could feel the peace.
It felt as if time had stopped.
Perhaps that’s not a bad idea. Some warm evening,
turn off absolutely everything and live as we did for
centuries. It will feel like time has stopped — at least for
one night.
When will you schedule a blackout? Maybe even invite
your neighbors to do the same!
P.S. Of course, there is always a baby boom nine months
after a blackout!
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GO FOR A FLOAT
Floating is an amazing way to stop time. You will step
into a large water tank filled with enough bath salts to
allow you to float on top of the water. The top will close
and you will be deprived of any light or sound for an
hour.
You emerge renewed. My wife and I are hooked. Trust
me- it’s an awesome experience.
When will you give floating a try?
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WATCH SOMETHING GROW
When we nurture something to grow it, we experience
time at an intimate level.
If you have children you’ve experienced time watching
them grow. Same with pets and plants.
Plant a small garden at home and watch it grow. Put a
plant on your desk. You will gain a different sense of
time watching something grow.
What can you watch grow?
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YOUR WORDS INFLUENCE HOW
YOU USE YOUR TIME
A study published in the journal Psychological Science
found that what you think about — or are led to think
about — greatly affects how you use your time. When
test subjects were primed with present-minded words
like “clock” and “day,” they wanted to hang out with
friends. When primed with future-oriented words like
“wealth” and “price”, they were ready to get busy.
How we use our time is influenced by how we talk to
ourselves. If we tend to spend too much time hanging
out with friends, perhaps we should lecture ourselves
about wealth and price. On the flip side, if we are
stressed and out of control, we need to chat with
ourselves about clocks and days.
How do the words you use influence your use of time?
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EXPANDING YOUR
UNDERSTANDING OF
SPACE EXPANDS YOUR
UNDERSTANDING OF TIME
Einstein introduced the world to the space-time
continuum — time as the fourth dimension. When you
expand the dimension of space, you likewise expand
the dimension of time. When you expand your personal
notion of space, you expand your personal notion of
time.
How does time feel to you when you are in wide open
spaces? How does it expand your notion of time?
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SPACE TIME
Since the distances, and therefore time, between
heavenly objects is so great, we can’t use traditional
time and distance measurements. There are far too
many zeroes. As a result, scientists came up with the
notion of the light-year. A light-year is simply how far
a beam of light can travel in the period of a year —
5,865,696,000,000 miles (186,000 miles per second).
•
•
•
•
•
•

A beam of light can circle the equator 7.5 times in
one second!
In the 3rd century B.C., Aristarchus of Samos
discovered the distance to the moon (1.29 lightseconds).
In the 18th century, Edmond Halley discovered the
distance to the sun (which is 499 light seconds or 1
Astronomical Unit).
The closest star, Proxima Centauri, is more than 4
light-years away.
Our galaxy, the Milky Way, is 100,000 light-years
across.
The closest spiral galaxy, Andromeda, is 2.5 million
light-years away and contains over 1 trillion stars.

Time, not space, limits our view of the universe. Beyond
a certain distance, light hasn’t had the time to reach us
yet. Think about it — you never see the moon, sun, or
stars as they are right now. You see them as they were
seconds, minutes, or years ago!
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YOUR TIME IN SPACE
Unless you are very famous, chances are you will be
known by four or five generations at the most. How
many times have you looked at old family photos and
wondered the identity of some of those people? One
day you’ll just be someone in a photo. While we have a
legacy, it will be a short one.
Perhaps this is one reason to remember what you’re
doing with your time right now matters most.
What use of your time will you be remembered for?
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WHAT IF YOU COULD
STOP TIME?
When we gaze at a picture of a bullet smashing into
glass, we see time stopped. Is the time represented
by that picture any faster or slower than the time
represented in a picture of a still flower?
What if we lived in a world in which we could, in fact,
stop time?
Where would you like to stop time? How long would
you like to stay put?
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WHAT IF YOU WANTED
TO SPEED UP OR
SLOW TIME?
You can change your perception of time — in advance.
Let’s say you are going to a wedding and you want to
slow time down. Play the movie of the wedding in your
mind at fast-forward speed, then play it over and over
again. At the actual wedding, things will seem to move
more slowly.
Conversely, if you’re dreading an event, you can change
the movie in your head to an excruciatingly slow and
painful speed. When you arrive, the event will move
faster and more pleasantly than you had imagined.
Where would you like to speed up or slow down your
perception of time?
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WHAT IF YOU COULD GO
BACKWARD IN TIME?
Ever since The Time Machine was written, we’ve been
challenged with the notion that we can move through
time. A dilemma arises concerning travelling to the
past — can we do so without affecting the present?
Tampering with time becomes the storyline.
If you could visit the past, where would you go? Would
you tamper with events? What processional impacts
would result?
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WHAT IF YOU LIVED
TIME BACKWARD?
In a short story I read years ago, a scientist created
a machine that launched him backward in time.
Unfortunately, his “momentum” caused time to continue
to run backward for many days. He witnessed raindrops
rising from puddles and clocks regressing. He became
desperate to move forward again.
What would life feel like if you were stuck travelling
backward in time?
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WHAT IF YOU COULD LEAP
FORWARD IN TIME?
What if you could see your future? What if you didn’t
like what you saw? What if you learned that everything
will turn out perfectly? What if you learned that a Mack
truck will run you over next week?
Would knowing the future take all the drama out of life?
If you could see your future, would you really want to
know it?
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WHAT IF TIME WERE
FRAGMENTED?
We think of time as continuous. But what if it weren’t?
What if it came in fragments, as if in a dream? What if
you set an appointment for 3:00 p.m. on Tuesday, not
knowing if Tuesday might skip to Friday?
What would life be like if you couldn’t depend on time?
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DOES TIME EVEN EXIST?
Philosophers and scientists alike argue that there is no
such thing as time outside the human experience. Some
view time as solely a human construct.
Rabbits don’t ask each other, “What time shall we
meet?”
Even evolution doesn’t happen according to a time
schedule . . . it just happens.
Is it simply our consciousness that creates time?
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WHAT IF YOU KNEW
YOUR TIME WAS ENDING?
Some people know this as a fact — at least they have
been informed so by their doctors. What if you knew that
in six months you wouldn’t be able to see your loved
ones, friends, home, or colleagues? What if you knew
you would no longer be able to ride your bike, hike a
mountain, or do anything else that gives you pleasure?
Once you moved past the panic and fear associated
with your death sentence, what would you do with your
remaining time? What do you truly value most in life?
Elisabeth Kubler-Ross said that in the end, only two
questions really matter: “Have I loved and have I been
loved?”
How would you use your time differently if you knew it
was coming to an end?
Why not use it that way today?
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WHAT IF YOU KNEW
YOUR TIME WOULD NEVER
END?
What if you were superhuman, able to live a vampiric
life? Would you grow tired of life? Would you grow tired
of possessing the time to master everything you ever
desired? Would you grow tired of your loved ones and
have multiple families? Would you grow tired of endless
time and finally put yourself to rest?
Just how much time would be enough?
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WHAT IF TIME WERE AN
ENDLESS LOOP?
What if every day you woke up was your personal
Groundhog Day?
How would you eventually create the perfect day for
yourself? Even if it was the most ordinary of days?
In what ways does your life seem to repeat itself in
endless loops?
Like Bill Murray, what lessons do you need to learn to
end your personal Groundhog Day?
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WHAT IF YOU COULDN’T
REMEMBER TIME?
What if you lost your short-term or long-term memory,
or both? Imagine if you were trapped in the time of
“now.” What if, to understand your recent or distant
past, you had to look at notebooks and photos on a
daily basis? Those suffering with Alzheimer’s and brain
injuries are often caught in this trap.
How would your present life be affected if you couldn’t
remember the past?
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WHAT IF YOU KNEW YOU
WOULD GET ANOTHER TIME
AROUND?
While Christians, Jews, and Muslims speak of
redemption, Buddhists and Hindus look forward to
reincarnation. What if you believed that you would move
on to a new life? What if that became a fact?
How would you live your life differently knowing you’d
have a shot to do it over again?
What risks would you take in this life if you knew for
sure you would get another time around?
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WHAT IF YOU KNEW THERE
WAS NO AFTERLIFE?
On the flip side, what if you knew, a one-time human
experience was all you got? What if any belief in an
afterlife were smashed by undeniable scientific fact?
What if you knew that there was no heaven, no hell, no
redemption, no reincarnation, no judgment day, no next
time, no do-over? Just dust. How would that affect your
journey through this life?
What would you do differently if you knew for sure that
this time is it?
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YOU CREATE TIME
If there is one over-riding theme about time I want to
share, it’s that time is what you make of it. Time is not
controlled by a clock, but by you. You and only you are
responsible for creating the time of your life. When you
blame others or things for affecting the management of
your time, you surrender your power over time. When
you take 100 percent responsibility, you get to own all of
your time.
In what areas do you need to be responsible with the use
of your time?
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TIME QUOTES
“Do first things first, and second things not at all.”
— Peter Drucker
“This bloody tyrant, Time.”
— Shakespeare
“Time is breath. Try to understand this.”
— Gurdjieff
“All my possessions for a moment of time.”
— Elizabeth I
“You can ask me for anything you like, except time.”
— Napoleon
“A man who dares to waste one hour of time has not
discovered the value of life.”
— Charles Darwin
“The bad news is time flies. The good news is you’re the
pilot.”
— Michael Altshuler
“Time — time is what keeps everything from happening
at once.”
— Ray Cummings
“No great thing is created suddenly.”
— Epictetus 200
“Procrastination is the thief of time.”
— Edward Young
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“Time is the coin of your life. It is the only coin you
have, and only you can determine how it will be spent.
Be careful lest you let other people spend it for you.”
— Carl Sandburg
“The time you enjoy wasting is not wasted time.”
— Bertrand Russell
“We can no more afford to spend major time on minor
things than we can to spend minor time on major
things.”
— Jim Rohn
“There is more to life than increasing its speed.”
— Mohandas Gandhi
“You may delay, but time will not.”
— Benjamin Franklin
“Without mind, there is no concept of time. Annihilate
the mind. You will go beyond time. You will enter the
realm of Timeless. You will live in the Eternal.”
— Sivananda
“For centuries, man believed that the sun revolves
around the earth. Centuries later, he still thinks that time
moves clockwise.”
— Robert Brault
“The future is something which everyone reaches at the
rate of sixty minutes an hour, whatever he does, whoever
he is.”
— C.S. Lewis
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“Time is a great teacher, but unfortunately it kills all its
pupils.”
— Louis Hector Berlioz
“You will never find time for anything. If you want time,
you must make it.”
— Charles Buxton
“We always have enough time, if we will but use it
aright.”
— Goethe
“Do not dwell in the past. Do not dream of the future.
Concentrate the mind on the present moment.”
— Buddha
“When you sit with a nice girl for two hours, you think
it’s only a minute. But when you sit on a hot stove for a
minute, you think it’s two hours. That’s relativity.”
— Albert Einstein
“For disappearing acts, it’s hard to beat what happens to
the eight hours supposedly left after eight of sleep and
eight of work.”
— Doug Larson
“The flower that you hold in your hands was born today
and already it is as old as you are.”
— Antonio Porchia
“How long a minute is depends on which side of the
bathroom door you’re on.”
— Zall’s Second Law
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“Work expands so as to fill the time available for its
completion.”
— C. Northcote Parkinson
“Lives of great men all remind us,
We can make our lives sublime,
And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sand of time.”
— Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
“In reality, killing time is only the name for another of
the multifarious ways by which time kills us.”
— Sir Osbert Sitwell
“We have gotten so used to looking at time’s rear end
that we no longer realize that it has another side as well.”
— Robert Grudin
“Time is not an empirical concept. For neither coexistence nor succession would be perceived by us, if
the representation of time did not exist as a foundation
a priori. Without this presupposition we could not
represent to ourselves that things exist together at
one and the same time, or at different times, that is,
contemporaneously, or in succession.”
— Immanuel Kant
“Time — He’s waiting in the wings
He speaks of senseless things
His script is you and me, boys.”
— David Bowie
“I got, got, got no time.”
— The Guess Who
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“There is an appointed time for everything. And there is
a time for every event under heaven:
A time to give birth, and a time to die; A time to plant,
and a time to uproot what is planted.
A time to kill, and a time to heal; A time to tear down,
and a time to build up.
A time to weep, and a time to laugh; A time to mourn,
and a time to dance.
A time to throw stones, and a time to gather stones; A
time to embrace, and a time to shun embracing.
A time to search, and a time to give up as lost; A time to
keep, and a time to throw away.
A time to tear apart, and a time to sew together; A time
to be silent, and a time to speak.
A time to love, and a time to hate; A time for war, and a
time for peace.”
— Solomon, Ecclesiastes 3:1 (NASB)
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COMMON TIME SAYINGS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time flies
Time stood still
Making up time
Running out of time
Time after time
Time out
Time of my life
In due time
Spare time
Time zone
Next time
Borrowed time
Clocks slay time
Killing time
A matter of time
A stitch in time
All the time
Time and again
Sands of time
The “Big Time”
In the nick of time
Time is up
Breath of time
Wasting time
Pressed for time
In no time
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SOME TIME SONGS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Time in a Bottle” — Jim Croce
“Time After Time” — Frank Sinatra
“Time Is on My Side” — The Rolling Stones
“When I’m 64” — The Beatles
“Yesterday” — The Beatles
“Time” — David Bowie
“Time Won’t Let Me Go” — The Bravery
“The Time” — Black Eyed Peas
“Time” — Pink Floyd
“Time to Say Goodbye” — Andrea Bocelli
“Times Like These” — Jack Johnson
“Time Is Running Out” — Muse
“Time of the Season” — The Zombies
“Time out of Mind” — Steely Dan
“Time Passages” — Alan Parsons Project
“Times Like These” — Foo Fighters
“Turn! Turn! Turn!” — The Byrds
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ONLINE FORMS
You can find the following forms online at
www.donphin.com/time:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily Time Tracking Form
Weekly Summary Form
Time Re-Prioritization Form
Vision, Mission, Values, Goals Worksheet
90-Day Game Plan Template
To Get Done Form
A Sample Perfect Week
And many others!

P.S. If you have any ideas or suggestions about these
tools, please let me know! Send an email to
don@donphin.com.
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